


Disclaimer
Please read, and save this document somewhere easily accessible for 

continuous reference as a contestant.  Your entry will be 
rejected/accepted/evaluated based on the guidelines made available.

We as event organizers and our partners, will not be held responsible 
for any assumptions or forgetfulness on your end.  This Rule Book is 

your Bible.  Keep it close.

Yours truly,
Movie Jabber Team ☺



What is 
Cosplay?
Cosplay is a shortened form of two 
words – costume and roleplay.

It's the art or practice of wearing 
costumes to portray characters from 
fiction, especially from movies, manga, 
comic books, animations, and science 
fiction stories.

People who cosplay are known as 
‘cosplayers’.



About Cosplay Runway Dec 2018

• Cosplay Runway is the second Cosplay Tournament taking place at MJX on Saturday 
December 15TH at Garden City Mall, Thika Road Highway, from 10am onwards.  

•

The Cosplay Runway tournament is the more advanced and challenging cosplay 
tournament, and as such, comes with a higher cash prize for the Top 3 finalists!

• You do not have to take part in this specific event category if you do not want to.  You 
are free to take part in the first Cosplay Tournament known as the Cosplay Community 
Kenya Tournament which is more open, less challenging and with fewer guidelines and 
also happening at December’s MJX.

• Both cosplay tournaments will be happening at December’s MJX, on Saturday 
December 15th.  Please refer to our website and social media platforms for updates on 
schedule and event tickets closer to the event day.

Please head back to our website 
WWW.MOVIEJABBER.CO.KE 

for more information on the other cosplay tournament.

http://moviejabber.co.ke/


Cosplay Runway at MJX Dec 2018

Winnings
1st Place: 35,000Kshs.
2nd Place: 20,000Kshs.
3rd Place: 15,000Kshs.



Cosplay Runway Dec 2018: The Theme

December’s Cosplay Runway will be DC Comics themed.  Meaning 
you will select characters to cosplay as from the list of DC Comics 
characters provided.  These characters come from the wide world 
of DC comics such as animations, TV shows, movies, comic books 
and more.



IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ, UNDERSTAND AND ALWAYS 

REFER TO THE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES.  THEY 
WILL BE USED TO REJECT OR ACCEPT, AND 
LATER JUDGE YOUR SUBMISSION.  MOVIE 

JABBER RETAINS THE RIGHT TO ACCEPT AND 
REJECT SUBMISSIONS BASED ON THESE 
GUIDELINES, AND ALSO TO REVISE THE 

GUIDELINES WHERE AND WHEN NECESSARY.



Cosplay Runway Dec 2018 Guidelines

1. To compete in this category, you must only select and cosplay from one of the listed characters.  
You cannot submit your own character from out side our list, nor alter/modify the outfits listed. 

2. Check in early on event day by 12noon for a one on one interview with the judges so as to get 
graded prior getting on stage.  Do not miss out.

3. No gender-bending.  If you are female and you select a male character/outfit, you must ensure a 
male model is used to wear and showcase the outfit.  And vice versa for a female character.

4. You can compete as a single individual, or as a team combining strengths, weaknesses and 
various talents to bring an outfit to life.

5. In regards to submission, you can select minimum one character and maximum two characters to 
compete as.

6. There are various different versions of the same character in existence.  Whether from movies, 
cartoons, certain comic book runs, TV shows etc.  So please always use the EXACT & SPECIFIC 
name of the character as listed by us when submitting and doing further research. And always 
scrutinize your search results! 



Cosplay Runway Dec 2018 Guidelines contd.

6. For character accessories such as weapons, please use alternate non-harmful material 
that will still achieve an exact look.  Do not make functional weapons nor use metal or 
material that could inflict bodily harm.

7. For characters with accessories such as weapons, helmets or any other form of 
accessory, please do not exclude them from the final look.  This will affect your points!

8. Extra judging points are awarded for well designed/replicated accessories.

9. Try to make your outfit look as close as possible to the actual item.

10. Maximum submissions per character is four.  If you find your desired character’s 
submission limit has been reached, you will have to select another character.

11. Pinterest is a really good place to get further images of the exact character outfit.

*** Submission Deadline: 11.59PM SUNDAY DECEMBER 2ND 2018 ***



Terms & Conditions
1. Your team can have as many people as you find necessary.  Please note their costs are yours to bear.  We as 

Movie Jabber will not bear any costs for any process during the creation of your outfits, and during their 
showcase at MJX.

2. You will submit your entry on the required platform, with the accurate information required and within the 
stipulated timelines.

3. Movie Jabber will communicate primarily via email, and secondly via mobile.  Please regularly check your email 
and ensure none go into Spam!

4. Event Ticket/Entry: 
1. If in a Team: Only two of your team members will be allowed to pay a discounted event ticket price of 

700/= each, by the submission deadline date Sunday December 2nd, 2018.  The rest of the team members 
will have to buy any of the regular event tickets to access.  Please refer to our website for info on 
ticketing.

2. Single Contestant:  You will have to pay a discounted event ticket price of 700/=, by the submission 
deadline date Sunday December 2nd, 2018.

3. Payment: Pay to Movie Jabber Buy Goods Till Number 977573.  With a follow up email to 
jotham@moviejabber.co.ke with the MPESA code and name(s).

5. The Top 3 winning outfits; 1st Place, 2nd Place and 3rd Place, will become the property of Movie Jabber upon 
awarding of the Prize Money.

6. By submitting your entry and taking part in Cosplay Runway, you by default have accepted all MJX event 
policies, and Cosplay Runway competition rules/guidelines listed.

mailto:jotham@moviejabber.co.ke


Cosplay Runway Dec 2018 Points System

Your outfit will be evaluated and awarded points from 0 (lowest score)  to 5 (highest 
score) based on the below key aspects:

1. Accuracy: Overall craftsmanship and final look of the outfit in comparison to the actual 
item.

2. Material Improvisation: For characters with metal based outfits example Iron Man, how 
were you able to craft your outfit without using metal yet achieving a near accurate 
look?

3. Presence: Does the person wearing the outfit embody the character when on stage?  
Or are they shy? Do they speak out boldly or mutter?

4. Accessories: Final look of the accessories in comparison to the actual item.  
Remember, no metal or creation of actual functioning weapons.



Character #1  |  Specific Name “Aquaman Movie Classic Costume”  |  Source: Aquaman movie (2018)



Character #2  |  Specific Name “Aquaman Movie: Black Manta Costume”  |  Source: Aquaman movie (2018)



Character #3  |  Specific Name “Batman: Gotham by Gaslight Costume”  |  Source: Batman: Gotham by 
Gaslight animation (2018)



Character #4  |  Specific Name “Shazam Movie Costume”  |  Source: Shazam movie (2019)



Character #5  |  Specific Name “Supergirl Default Skin Injustice 2 Video Game”  |  Source: Injustice 2 
Video Game (2017)



Character #6  |  Specific Name “Hawkgirl” |  Source: Injustice: Gods Among Us Mobile



Character #7  |  Specific Name “Aquaman Movie: Mera Costume”  |  Source: Aquaman movie (2018)



Character #8  |  Specific Name “Big Barda”  |  Source: Aquaman movie (2018)



CLICK HERE FOR “AQUAMAN” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “BLACK MANTA” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “BATMAN” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “SHAZAM” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “SUPERGIRL” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “HAWKGIRL” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “MERA” SUBMISSION

CLICK HERE FOR “BIG BARDA” SUBMISSION

https://bit.ly/2JWOtxY
https://bit.ly/2DeQkgt
https://bit.ly/2qI9jbF
https://bit.ly/2RScidb
https://bit.ly/2z5Y9lN
https://bit.ly/2K0tL06
https://bit.ly/2zOKRcP
https://bit.ly/2T94gxV


JOTHAM MICAH
+254 726 821 899

jotham@moviejabber.co.ke

COME AND BECOME PART OF THE EXPERIENCE
If you are interested in being an Event Partner or 
Exhibitor, kindly contact us.  Looking forward to 

being the talk of the town together!

mailto:jotham@moviejabber.co.ke

